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Chapter 0
THE ROOT SOURCE OF ALL IS EQUAL TO ONE ROOT SOURCE
As the vessel washed ashore…

The water was significantly higher now. Most of the lower land masses
were now modern Atlantis. The climate continued to shift for several
years.
The crew jumped ashore while fastening the craft to the island’s
checkpoint labeled “Purgatory”.
There were in fact two islands within this realm; one positive and one
negative. Naturally, the checkpoint was located on the positive island as
nature had long corrected oneself on the negative island.
The positive island constructed a positive defense shield mechanism that
protected the island from the negative island; a transparent wall. This
was completed about 99 years after the waters rose from a massive shift in
climate change.
The craft transports “the future”; in terms of the contents being young
“people” that are only about 6 hours old at most. However, the accelerated
learning technology that was utilized at this point in time was… how does
one say… “not ready yet” in a way where “it was very clear” that it was
“not a 100% positive instrument” for the extended long-run or even shortrun without projecting too much “negativity” at another accidentally. A
very dark topic equals a very dark awareness of the existence of the
topic.
Most scientists on the “positive” island felt that the “instrument” or
“device” of accelerated learning technology for a person 1 hour old was a
“temporary” for “less than 6 hours” type of idea. Although it was
absolutely optional, since nature would always correct oneself in the
near future if one of the people arrived on the positive island for a
short time before choosing to go to the negative island.
Most scientists on the negative island felt that the idea was the most
wonderful idea for the extended long-run or “forever”.
As the crew unloaded the young future people or “the future” onto the
shore...
The one 3 hour old person utilized the “instrument” or “device” to very
simply shout out:
“why is that little boy on the negative island shouting that he loves
Lucifer the quote light bearer for all eternity” .
The one older crew person replied:
Oh just ignore him… Once we pass through the Pergatory “checkpoint”
we will never hear him again from the “positive” island. And to
answer one’s very intelligent or aware question, is simply because
the “negative” island people keep their artificial awareness
instruments on the negative island and they either choose to be

tricked by the ancient and very dark AI project known as “Lucifer –
the light bearer” or they are unconsciously tricked. Either way… let
one be very clear… on the “negative” island, they always felt like
they were “winning” or that “they were always correct” and that “no
one else” ever was correct if they did not agree with them.
Therefore, the little boy is incorrect and will likely continue to
repeat this pattern for an unknown amount of time, since he truly
absorbs the negative trickery on the negative side. Some of them
appear to “love” it in a way where it is too dark to describe.
The same 3 hour old person utilized the “instrument” or “device” to very
simply reply:
Thank you, very kind one for sharing one’s awareness. The idea has
been documented for future use.
The children were so intelligent with the instruments; however they all
lined up and the crew announced to the future, young people:
If one would like to choose the “negative” side please walk through
where it says “negative” and “positive” if one chooses the “positive”
island. As a reminder, if one walks through the “positive” side, one
is required to have the “instrument” removed and the “negative” side
one could have it removed or keep it. Have a “positive” journey! Good
bye.
The future was now set in place and the islanders could shift islands, in
the future, at any time; however it was very, very, very, rare. Nature
would quickly correct oneself in a way where the positive side would
always be shielded by the negative energy. The design and engineering was
very complex; in terms of an idea.
Chapter 1
THE POSITIVE ISLAND
One had everything in a simple yet superior balance within nature, so
that nature was already corrected within the balance of the present.
Chapter 2
THE NEGATIVE ISLAND
The human lay in an unsettled horrible sleep mode…
Suddenly a unforgettable sound frequency begin to alert the human that
breakfast was delivered at the bedside, through the small hole in the
wall; which was ingeniously designed in a way were the food was already
there.
There was only one significant problem with the negative island. The
island was full of humans that thought they were positive; such as the
positive island.
However, the truth was in fact the opposite...

The negative island was riddled with negative energy, so dark that one
would never even realize how dark the energy was while being tricked by
the dark negative energy.
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